Gymnastics Fun (Strawberry Shortcake)
**Synopsis**

Strawberry Shortcake and her friends flip for gymnastics in this brand new 8x8 with a sheet of fun stickers for only $4.99!
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**Customer Reviews**

My 4 year old daughter is pretty timid and I love that the message of this book is "having the courage to try new things." That’s the exact reason I put her in gymnastics and she’s already using that phrase in other areas since we’ve had the book :)

Our daughter collects these books with these particular characters. They are full of color and fun fashions and the stories are cute. Our only complaint and we have been saying this for yrs... the stickers shouldn’t come bound to the book!

Just got this today and read it twice before bedtime to my 5 year old daughter. Simple story about friendship and encouragement. Looking forward to the next release.

My almost 4 yr. old granddaughter had recently begun a gymnastics class so I thought this book
would be perfect. It is! She asks to have it read to her at bedtime every night. She loves it!

Cute book. We've read it several times. Great for my daughter that loves her gymnastics classes! Kind of pricey but it did have stickers as well so maybe that is why.

Perfect gift for a young Strawberry Shortcake fan who is a gymnast herself. Teaches a great lesson about trying hard and not giving up.

I bought these books for my 3 yr old granddaughter who loves to be read to. Nice story with good pictures, small book

Bought this as a present for my niece. I haven't read it, but she really likes it and that's all that matters to me.
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